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Progress toward clonable inorganic nanoparticles†
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Pseudomonas moraviensis stanleyae was recently isolated from the roots of the selenium (Se) hyperaccu-

mulator plant Stanleya pinnata. This bacterium tolerates normally lethal concentrations of SeO3
2− in liquid

culture, where it also produces Se nanoparticles. Structure and cellular ultrastructure of the Se nano-

particles as determined by cellular electron tomography shows the nanoparticles as intracellular, of

narrow dispersity, symmetrically irregular and without any observable membrane or structured protein

shell. Protein mass spectrometry of a fractionated soluble cytosolic material with selenite reducing capa-

bility identified nitrite reductase and glutathione reductase homologues as NADPH dependent candidate

enzymes for the reduction of selenite to zerovalent Se nanoparticles. In vitro experiments with commer-

cially sourced glutathione reductase revealed that the enzyme can reduce SeO3
2− (selenite) to Se nano-

particles in an NADPH-dependent process. The disappearance of the enzyme as determined by protein

assay during nanoparticle formation suggests that glutathione reductase is associated with or possibly

entombed in the nanoparticles whose formation it catalyzes. Chemically dissolving the nanoparticles

releases the enzyme. The size of the nanoparticles varies with SeO3
2− concentration, varying in size form

5 nm diameter when formed at 1.0 μM [SeO3
2−] to 50 nm maximum diameter when formed at 100 μM

[SeO3
2−]. In aggregate, we suggest that glutathione reductase possesses the key attributes of a clonable nano-

particle system: ion reduction, nanoparticle retention and size control of the nanoparticle at the enzyme site.

1. Introduction

A grand challenge in biogenic inorganic nanoparticle synthesis
is a clonable nanoparticle. That is, specifically, a single clon-
able polypeptide sequence that mediates the self-contained
formation of an inorganic nanoparticle from inorganic salt
precursors. Just as the clonable fluorophore, green fluorescent
protein (GFP), is widely used for clonable contrast in biological
optical microscopies,1 a clonable inorganic and electron-dense
nanoparticle is expected to find widespread use for cellular

contrast in biological electron microscopy. In each case facile
genetic methods for concatenating DNA encoding a protein
sequence to the DNA sequence of a native cellular protein
underlie the utility of clonable microscopy contrast. Expression
of the resulting chimeric protein places a contrast marker
alongside every instance of the native protein, enabling locali-
zation of the protein chimera in micrographs.

A clonable nanoparticle requires a polypeptide that inte-
grates three distinct chemical activities. One activity is inorganic
ion reduction or oxidation, converting soluble (ideally bioavail-
able and nontoxic) inorganic ions to insoluble (nanoparticulate)
species. Second, the resulting inorganic nanoparticle must be
retained by the polypeptide. Third, the size of the resulting
nanoparticle must be large enough to identify unambiguously
in a micrograph that includes biological structure, while also
being small enough to minimize perturbation of cell biology
and to reduce the shadow-casting that obscures biological infor-
mation. An ideal size is suggested as 5 nm diameter, as this size
is considered to allow unambiguous identification of particles
over cellular background. Smaller sizes may be useful for more
specialized applications. So far, there is no widely adopted clon-
able contrast marker in biological electron microscopy.

Both naturally occurring proteins as well as peptides iso-
lated from libraries are investigated as candidate clonable
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nanoparticles. Naturally occurring proteins investigated
include most prominently ferritin and metallothionein. In the
case of the iron-storage capsule protein ferritin,2 the require-
ment of 24 subunits with a total mass of nearly 0.45 MDa3 may
limit its use. Metallothionein coordination of Au(I) or Au(III)
based ions is also proposed,4–6 but these methods are not
widely adopted in biological electron microscopy. This is
perhaps because the Au(I) precursors are sparingly soluble in
water and Au(III)-based coordination compound precursors are
easily reduced by proteins,7–9 buffers,10,11 and other bio-
molecules encountered in a cellular environment.12–15

Proteins associated with magnetosomes such as mms6 are
also initially attractive for forming clonable iron oxides.16

However, a recent study shows that cloning of a minimal set of
magnetosome-associated genes into a new host cell results in
membrane-encapsulated iron oxide nanoparticles.17 Such a
membrane would clearly disrupt the function of a clonable
nanoparticle, by adding size and possibly membrane seques-
tering proteins tagged for study.

Another investigated source of a polypeptide satisfying the
clonable nanoparticle criteria is directed evolution. Directed
evolution methods have already identified several DNAs,18–20

RNAs,21,22 and peptides23–25 that mediate inorganic nanoparticle
formation. In fact, early reports suggested that some library-
derived peptides possessed the three desired activities of
reduction, retention and size control.23,26 Subsequent studies
revealed that the buffers such as HEPES11 or other Good’s
Buffers,10 in which the selections were executed, reduced the in-
organic precursors.27 The role of the evolved biomolecules is to
cap the nanoparticles resulting from buffer reduction of metal
ions, enforcing size and shape control. One of the best studied
systems, the A3 peptide,26,28–31 shows a preference for a size
where the radius of curvature of the nanoparticle matches the
curvature naturally adopted by the peptide.28 Thus, while in-
organic nanoparticle binding (retention) and size control are
now well-established for peptides and polynucleotides, there are
no well-established examples of peptides that catalytically or
stoichiometrically reduce metal ions for the production of par-
ticles large enough to find use in biological electron microscopy.

Enzymes that reduce or oxidize metal ions into insoluble
forms represent another class of biomolecule candidate for a
clonable nanoparticle, and are the least extensively investi-
gated. Such enzymes include silicateins,32,33 silicatein homo-
logous proteases,34 and metal35,36 and metalloid37–39 reductases
implicated in detoxification processes. Resulting nanoparticle
size is regulated when the product is retained, by encapsulat-
ing proteins such as DPS40 or ferritin.40 Alternatively, enzymes
release or turn over their products, allowing them to diffuse
from the site of synthesis.34,41 Notably, there are no well-estab-
lished examples of intracellular particles wherein the in-
organic portion of the particle is exposed to cytosol.

In the present work, we investigate the formation, enzymo-
logy, structure and cellular ultrastructure of biogenic selenium
nanoparticles (SeNPs) made by a strain of Pseudomonas fluores-
cens, P. moraviensis stanleyae, recently isolated from a seleni-
ferous environment, inside Se hyperaccumulator plant Stanleya

pinnata. While Se is an essential element for many organisms,
the range between essentiality and toxicity is very narrow.42

The conversion of comparatively toxic Se oxyanions, SeO3
2−

(selenite) and SeO4
2−, (selenate) to zerovalent SeNPs by seleno-

specialist bacteria has been previously established.38,39,43,44

Depending on the species, the resulting SeNPs may be extra-
or intra-cellular.45 Enzymes including nitrite reductase, thiore-
doxin, glutathione reductase, and metalloid reductases are
identified by proteomic mass spectrometry on purified nano-
particles or in fractionated cell extracts assayed for Se oxyanion
reductase activity.37–39 Very little is known about the mecha-
nism of particle synthesis, the relationship between enzymes
that synthesize the nanoparticles and the nanoparticles, and
the physical interface between nanoparticles and the cytosol.
For instance, most intracellular nanoparticles are coated by a
membrane or a structured protein coat. There is also little
investigation of the means of size control for biogenic and/or
enzymatically produced Se nanoparticles.

In the present work, we report the first 3D electron tomo-
graphic reconstructions of cells containing SeNPs, and infer
unprecedented aspects of the nanoparticle and nanoparticle/
cytosol interface that may be unique to SeNPs, and especially
relevant for the application of SeNPs as a clonable nano-
particle. We show the possibility of size control of the nano-
particles, and show that a large fraction of enzymes are
physically associated with nanoparticles. Overall, our results
present the first report of a polypeptide that possesses the
three coincident activities required for a clonable nanoparticle
useful in cellular electron microscopy: precursor reduction,
product retention, and product size-control.

2. Results

Pseudomonas moraviensis stanleyae was isolated from the roots
of Stanleya pinnata, a Se hyperaccumulator plant native to
western USA,46 and observed to tolerate unusually high con-
centrations of SeO3

2−. When grown in Luria Broth media sup-
plemented with 10 mM Na2SeO3, the cultures become notably
pink in color during early log-phase. This color change
(Fig. S1†) is associated with the formation of zerovalent (red)
Se. The conversion of selenite oxyanions to zerovalent Se is a
common detoxification process for bacteria that tolerate high
concentrations of Se oxyanions.47

Initial characterization of the SeNPs produced by P. mora-
viensis stanleyae was performed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental
mapping, and 3-D cellular electron tomography.

An initial TEM examination of glutaraldehyde-fixed concen-
trated cell culture of P. moraviensis stanleyae, dry mounted on
a carbon-coated TEM grid (Fig. 1, left panel) revealed relatively
uniform (107 ± 35 nm) high-contrast circular morphology
spots both inside (or superimposed on) and outside of the bac-
terial cells. Scanning transmission electron microscopy of the
same sample allowed EDS mapping of elemental composition.
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The EDS mapping confirms that the high-contrast spots are
Se-rich (Fig. 1, panel B). This suggests that the high-contrast
spots are Se nanoparticles that account for the red color of the
bacterial cultures. A histogram of particles sizes is shown in
Fig. 1, panel C. Similar spots were not observed in TEM
images control cultures that were not supplemented with
SeO3

2−. At least 50 were examined in the control observation,
high density spots were observed associated only with one cell,
and in that instance the morphology was notably irregular
compared to the putative SeNPs (Fig. S2†).

Dry mount electron microscopy provides comparatively
limited information compared to more sophisticated preser-
vation and imaging methods, such as cellular electron tomo-
grpahy.48,49 With appropriate preservation,50–52 these methods
allow high fidelity 3D resolution of cellular ultrastructure such
as membranes and major cytoskeletal filaments, organelles
and ribosomes.53 Here we used electron tomography to defini-
tively reveal whether the observed nanoparticles are inside the
cells (as opposed to superimposed), reveal membranes, and
reveal major cellular ultrastructure. P. moraviensis stanleyae
cells were grown as described in the methods section, both
with and without 10 mM SeO3

2− supplementation into the
stationary phase where particles are easily discernable. Con-
centrated cultures were subjected to freeze substitution,50

which provides the highest fidelity preservation of cellular
ultrastructure aside from vitrification.54 Vitrification was not
used here because the size of the cells (400–600 nm in the
minimum dimension) would require cryo-sectioning, which is
technically difficult.

Three tomographic tilt-series were acquired of both SeO3
2−

and control samples at 6, 9, 12, and 36 hours after addition of
SeO3

2− or an equivalent volume of media. The spherical
inclusions we attribute to SeNPs were not present in any of the
tilt series recorded of cells that were not supplemented with
SeO3

2−. The spherical inclusions were most abundant in cells

grown in the presence of SeO3
2− for 36 hours, with media

replaced every 12 hours to maintain cell health as described in
the methods.

3D reconstructions of both unstained and osmium stained
200 nm sections revealed large inclusions inside the SeO3

2−

supplemented cells. In the case of metal-stained cells, it was
unclear whether the inclusions could be attributed to the
staining of biological material or to SeNPs, although other
ultrastructures (such as both inner and outer membranes)
were clearly revealed (Fig. S3†).

The reconstructions of unstained cells were more informa-
tive. Two of the tilt series containing putative SeNPs were
reconstructed and segmented. Fig. 2 shows a segmented
reconstruction of a single cell; the outer membrane was seg-
mented by hand, as is current standard practice with IMOD,
while the SeNPs were sufficiently electron dense that segmen-
tation could be accomplished automatically with a simple
thresholding operation. Imodauto was set at a threshold of
1 (out of 255), which generated a model. This clearly auto-
segments out high-density inclusions that we attributed to SeNPs.
In each of three 3D reconstructions of cells grown with
SeO3

2− supplementation we observed high-contrast inclusions
of 58.66 ± 2.47 nm diameter (from a total of 3 particles
observed).

Fig. 2 shows a 3D segmentation of one of the cells, with a
XY view shown in panel A and a YZ view shown in panel
B. These two views reveal unambiguously for the first time that
large SeNPs can be intracellularly contained, where previous
studies were 2D microscopy and could not rule out that

Fig. 1 Transmission electron micrographs of glutaraldehyde-fixed dry
mounted cells are shown in panel A. Electron-dense (dark) inclusions
are present in many of the cells of panel A, as well as outside the cells.
Panel B shows a scanning transmission micrograph of a selected area of
one of the cells that includes a dark inclusion; overlaid on this inclusion
is an EDS map of Se in the sample, indicating that the inclusion is Se-
rich. Panel C shows a histogram of observed particle sizes.

Fig. 2 Electron tomographic reconstruction of P. moraviensis stanleyae.
The reconstruction was segmented to reveal the outer membrane and
SeNP nanoparticles (panels A–C). Magnified views of two SeNPs are
shown in panels D and E; panel D shows the large SeNP in the middle of
the cell in panel B. Panel E shows the large SeNP in the upper left part of
the cell in panel B. The full (unsegmented) reconstruction is available as
ESI† in IMOD format.
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particles and cells are superimposed. Notably, there is no
evidence that these particles are membrane-encapsulated,
as is observed for other inorganic inclusions such as
magnetosomes.55

Panels D and E of Fig. 2 show the three larger intracellular
particles at greater magnification. From these images it
appears that while the particles are “approximately spherical”
they are not perfectly spherical and in fact are symmetrically
irregular. Some of the irregularity in these images is artifact.
The “spikiness/texture” of the surface is also observed for the
10 nm diameter gold nanoparticles used as fiducial markers
for alignment.52 The anisotropic ‘speckling’ halo that sur-
rounds some of the particles likely arises from the ‘missing
wedge’ artifact in electron tomography.56 Even accounting for
these sources of artifact, however, the nanoparticles appear
symmetrically irregular.

To derive greater insight into the mechanism of formation
of these SeNPs, we identified proteins implicated in the
reduction of SeO3

2− to Se(0) by P. moraviensis stanleyae. Briefly
we fractionated the soluble proteins from cell lysate on a non-
denaturing polyacrylamide gel, and then stained the gel with
metalloid oxyanions and electron donating cofactors. Any
resulting bands indicating the presence of NADPH-dependent
selenite reductase activity were excised and further analyzed by
proteomic mass spectrometry.

To obtain better resolution, cell lysate of P. moraviensis stan-
leyae grown in SeO3

2−-supplemented media was further frac-
tionated on a hydrophobic interaction column (HIC) that was
eluted with different concentrations of (NH4)2SO4. Proteins in
each fraction from the HIC column were separated on a non-
denaturing polyacrylamide gel. To develop bands corres-
ponding to selenite reductases, gels were placed into nitrogen-
filled zip-lock bags filled with a buffer supplemented with
metalloid oxyanions and NADPH or NADH. The entire protocol
was adapted from previous work by Hunter.38

Fig. 3 shows the results of this experiment for the reduction
of SeO3

2− in the presence of NADPH. Clearly there are proteins
with selenite reductase activity present in some of the HIC
fractions. No notable reduction of selenate or tellurate
(TeO4

2−) to elemental form was noted, and the reduction of
SeO3

2− and TeO3
2− was notably weaker when NADH instead of

NADPH was used as an electron donor. No bands developed in
the absence of NADH or NADPH.

Fig. 3 shows that two bands develop in the anaerobic
SeO3

2− + NADPH incubation condition, one that is associated
with lower salt elutions from the HIC column and a second
associated with higher salt elutions.

To identify the proteins involved in the observed
reduction, we excised the bands and identified associated
proteins by protein mass spectrometry. From a total of 5
activity bands excised and analyzed for protein content, 122
proteins were identified (Table S1†). Of these proteins 7 are
known to be NADPH or NADP+ dependent. This set of
NADPH-dependent proteins (Table 1) comprises a set of
candidate proteins for specific NADPH-dependent SeO3

2−

reduction to Se(0).

Of these proteins, we were especially interested in gluta-
thione reductase (GSHR) and nitrite reductase, as each was
previously implicated in selenite reduction.38,57–59 To validate
the specificity and investigate the enzymatic mechanism, we
obtained baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) GSHR from
Sigma-Aldrich (G3664) and the NADPH-dependent cytochrome
C reductase (C3381) and Aspergillus niger nitrate reductase
(N7265) as comparison control enzymes. Each enzyme was
tested for competence to reduce SeO4

2−, SeO3
2−, TeO4

2−, and
TeO3

2− to zerovalent forms of Se and Te, respectively, as
judged by a color change of the solution from clear to turbid
red (Se) or gray (Te) upon inclusion of either NADH or NADPH
as electron donors. In this initial screening of enzymes and
substrate specificity, we found that GSHR with NADPH as an
electron donor could reduce SeO3

2− and TeO3
2−, while no

other combination resulted in notable metalloid oxyanion
reduction.

In order to understand the mechanism by which GSHR con-
verts these metalloid oxyanions, we first characterized basic
enzymatic properties for both SeO3

2− and TeO3
2− substrates.

Km and Vmax were determined by observing the rate of con-
sumption of NADPH, which has an easily observable spectro-
scopic signature (Fig. S4†). We found a Km of 31 mM for
SeO3

2− and a Km of 0.54 mM for TeO3
2− (Fig. S5†). The

reported Km value of GSHR for GS–SG is ∼50 µM (ref. 60)
suggesting that the enzyme has a substantially higher sub-
strate affinity for GS–SG than for SeO3

2.
After dialysis to remove small molecules, the products of

GSHR reduction of TeO3
2− and SeO3

2− were examined by TEM.
Reduction of TeO3

2− to Te(0) by GSHR produced networks of
sub 5 nm particles, where the diameters are difficult to
discern, similar to the previously reported enzymatic reduction

Fig. 3 Native gel of HIC column fractions, stained with SeO3
2− and

NADPH to reveal bands containing enzymatic SeO3
2− reductase activity.

Lanes in the gel correspond to step fractions taken from a HIC column
to process crude cell lysate. Lanes correspond to 0.1 M, 0.5 M, 1.0 M, 1.5 M
and 2.0 M elutions of the HIC column with (NH4)2SO4.
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of Ti3+ (as TiBALD) by cysteine and serine proteases.34

Reduction of SeO3
2− to Se(0) in otherwise identical conditions

resulted in larger, discrete 61 ± 37 nm diameter SeNPs. Fig. 4
shows electron micrographs of each product and a histogram
of size distribution for the SeNP.

In the enzymatic assays, we observed that the steady-state
phase of product production was remarkably short-lived
(Fig. S5†). We subsequently observed that the enzyme itself
was consumed in the in vitro reaction, as determined by a
Bradford assay for total protein (Fig. 5, circles). This suggested
that the enzyme is associated with the particles it synthesizes,
perhaps even entombed in the particle. To test this hypothesis
of association or entombment, we separated by centrifugation
the enzymatically formed SeNPs from soluble enzyme. The
insoluble protein fraction corresponded to 18% of the total
enzyme in the assay. SeNPs are known to be dissolvable in sol-
vents such as ethylenediamine and benzene.61 We found that
enzymatically produced SeNPs are also soluble in Bradford
protein assay. In fact, we could recover nearly quantitatively
the protein that disappears from the enzymatic assay in a
Bradford assay of the enzymatically produced SeNPs. This data
is shown in Fig. 5, upper left panel. There is evidence that the
soluble fraction of GSHR is also associated with smaller
SeNPs. In an SDS-PAGE of the soluble fraction of GSHR, a
difference in electrophoretic mobility coupled to a ‘smearing
of the band’, consistent with the enzyme being bound to poly-
disperse particles, is observed in comparison to a control reac-

Fig. 4 Transmission electron micrographs of the characterization of
in vitro products of GSHR reduction of TeO3

2− (panel A) and SeO3
2−

(panel B). Panel C shows the size distribution histogram observed for
GSHR produced SeNPs.

Fig. 5 Left panel shows the amount of GSHR lost from the assay at
different NADPH cofactor concentrations in circles. In squares is
depicted the amount of protein measured from the insoluble selenium
particles created during the assay. The agreement between protein lost
from the assay and protein recovered from the particles suggests that
the enzyme is associated or entombed in the particles it creates. The
right panel shows an SDS-PAGE of the soluble fraction of GSHR after an
assay. The small shift in electrophoretic mobility and large smear above
the band can be attributed to association between the enzyme and
smaller SeNPs.

Table 1 NADPH-dependent enzymes identified in mass spectrometry

Oxyreductase
Accension
number MW (Da) Cofactor/Rxn

Band
association

Nitrite and sulfite reductase gi|77459334 62 262 NADPH B
Isocitrate dehydrogenase [Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25] gi|229591243 66 003 NADP+/ATP B, C, D
Glutathione reductase [Pseudomonas fluorescens Pf0-1] gi|77459153 49 244 NADP+/FAD B, D
5,10-Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase [Pseudomonas fluorescens Pf0-1] gi|77461502 31 515 NADP+/FAD B, D
3-Ketoacyl-ACP reductase [Pseudomonas fluorescens Pf0-1] gi|77460378 25 500 NADPH A
Thiol peroxidase [Pseudomonas fluorescens Pf0-1] gi|77458745 17 586 NADPH/H2O2 B, D
4-Aminobutyrate aminotransferase [Pseudomonas fluorescens Pf0-1] gi|77456416 44 837 NADPH A, B, C, D, E
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tion (Fig. 5, right panel). Overall, we suggest that some fraction
of the enzyme is associated with or entombed in the nano-
particles that the enzyme creates. When NADPH cofactor is
omitted from the reaction, the enzymatic process does not
proceed, and the observed enzyme concentration remains con-
stant (Fig. S6† top panel, diamonds).

The size of the enzymatically synthesized SeNPs is control-
lable through modulation of enzyme substrate concentrations.
By varying the [NADPH] in an in vivo reaction, we observed
that we could vary the size of the resulting particles from
2.5 nm to more than 50 nm diameter. The effect of [NADPH]
on particle size is shown in Fig. S7.†

3. Discussion

We identify the first polypeptide capable of soluble precursor
reduction, retention of reduced product at the site of
reduction, and size control of the reduced product. This rep-
resents a notable step in progress toward a clonable nano-
particle, which is fundamentally different from other proposed
strategies for clonable nanoparticles. First, other strategies rely
on stoichiometric binding of metal ions,4,5 or on oxidation
events,2 while this approach uses enzymes and NADPH as an
electron donor to reduce inorganic precursors. We infer that
the products of reduction are often retained by the enzyme
that creates them, possibly by an entombing mechanism. This
rare combination of three activities in biogenic nanoparticle
production was previously suggested for reduction of Au(III)
precursors by the same enzyme.35 In that work, however, the
resulting particles are quite small, and as noted above, Au
reduction is quite promiscuous by biomolecules,8 while the
selenite and tellurite reductions reported here appear specific
to just a handful of enzymes, as evidenced by Fig. 3.

We observe notable differences in the resulting size of par-
ticles, depending on the growth condition. We cultured P. mor-
aviensis stanleyae cells for up to 36 hours in the presence of
SeO3

2− supplementation, to ensure an abundance of SeNPs in
subsequent microscopic examination. We grew cells for this
extended time both with and without replacement of media.
When the media was not replaced, it is likely that it is depleted
of necessary nutrients at the 36 hour time point, and the cells
are starving. The starvation condition of cells in Fig. 1 and S2†
may partially explain the difference in average particle size
observed between the intracellular particles in Fig. 1 (107 nm
diameter) and Fig. 2 (58 nm diameter). Notably, in Fig. S3† the
membranes are quite distorted, consistent with starving cells
that are having difficulty maintaining homeostasis. The star-
vation condition was avoided for cells reconstructed for Fig. 2
by replacing the growth media every 12 hours. Note that par-
ticle diameters measured for SeNPs in ‘healthy’ cells (58 nm
diameter average diameter) and SeNPs produced in vitro by
GSHR (61 nm average diameter) are within measurement
error. This concurrence in particle size suggests that the
in vitro and in vivo mechanisms that underlie the formation of
these SeNPs are similar.

Key for future application is minimizing the mass of the
biological components of clonable nanoparticles. For instance,
the mass of GFP is 27 kDa, yet some studies have demon-
strated that GFP concatemers can interrupt the native function
of the protein fused to GFP.61,62 A finding we make relevant to
minimizing the mass of clonable nanoparticle tags is that the
SeNPs described here may be effectively naked. This stands in
contrast to the well-established intracellular inorganic nano-
particles, which are coated either by a membrane or by a struc-
tured protein capsule.

We hypothesize that the particles are naked, with the Se(0)
exposed to the cytosol, from a combination of structural and
chemical evidence. From the tomographic reconstructions, we
observe no evidence for a membrane around the SeNPs, while
membranes are easily observed for naturally occurring magne-
tite nanoparticles.55 The low symmetry of the particles, disper-
sity, and differences in average size that depend on growth
conditions suggest that there is no structured protein coat,
such as that found with ferritin and DPS-coated nanoparticles.

Chemically, we note that nearly all clusters and nano-
particles require a ligand shell to quench the chemical reactiv-
ity associated with the open valence electron shells of most
pure elements. A handful of elements, however, including Se
and Te as well as As, Bi, and Sb are known to form stable
naked cluster compounds.63

This is in many cases because the element can achieve
noble gas-like electron counts by catenation, often resulting in
ring structures in the solid state, such as the well-known Sn,
Sen, and Ten ring compounds where 6 ≤ n ≤ 8. Indeed, a recent
report suggests that while the surface of SeNPs is more
complex than an approximately scaled giant naked Se cluster,
the surfaces are stable without formal ligation.64 Furthermore,
protein mass spectrometry on purified SeNPs fails to identify
candidate proteins that are known to interact with inorganic
ions or surfaces.37 Thus, the combination of irregular sym-
metry, absence of a membrane, and plausibility of a ligand-
free surface suggests that SeNPs may represent the first
described class of cytosol exposed inorganic nanoparticle
surfaces.

The commercially sourced GSHR and GSHR or GSHR-like
enzymes identified in P. moraviensis stanleyae are not immedi-
ately useful as a clonable label in cellular EM. First, the result-
ing SeNPs are substantially larger than practical; second, other
GSHRs, nitrite reductases, and thioredoxin65 may also produce
background particles. While these enzymes are not character-
ized in vitro as producing SeNPs, they are characterized as
using SeO3

2− as a substrate. We have not yet evaluated the
portability of this clonable nanoparticle for use in other cell
lines. The concentrations of SeO3

2− we used in both the
in vitro and in vivo work herein are in the range where toxicity is
expected for most cells and organisms. The Km of the baker’s
yeast enzyme is low, especially compared to oxidized GS–SG
and GS–Se–SG substrates investigated historically for this
enzyme.60,66 Due to the measured Km, the baker’s yeast GSHR
will always require typically toxic concentrations of SeO3

2− for
nanoparticle formation. Furthermore, specialized selenium
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transporters that may be present in the selenium hyperaccu-
mulator studied here may also enable the large intracellular
particles observed in Fig. 1 and 2. Thus, we anticipate cloning
the GSHR-like enzyme from P. moraviensis stanleyae, under the
hypothesis that this selenium-specialized enzyme will have a
much more favorable Km, and that the enzyme may function
well with physiologically normal concentrations of SeO3

2−

while simulatenously conferring resistance to Se toxicity to
cells in which it is expressed. An enzyme optimized for selenite
or tellurite reduction may allow superior labeling specificity by
kinetically outrunning any competing reactions.

While additional work is required to complete the adap-
tation of this clonable nanoparticle approach for general cellu-
lar use, this approach may find more immediate use in
labeling purified macromolecular complexes. Presently label-
ing with ex situ synthesized gold nanoparticles is state-of-the-
art for this purpose, with applications in molecular EM, X-ray
free-electron laser, and SAXS studies of macromolecular com-
plexes.67 A clonable approach to this contrast problem may
make this sort of tagging much more facile.

For instance, Se (and Te) oxyanions have notable advantages
as precursors over previously investigated Au and Fe-based
systems. The Au(I) and Au(III) coordination compounds are
broadly cross-reactive (i.e., easily reduced into background
particulate material) by a wide swath of biomolecules and
buffers.8,10,11 This broad cross-reactivity may explain the dearth
of followup to reports of metallothionein/Au combinations as
molecular and cellular EM labels. In contrast, the present work
and some preceding work suggest that the palette of proteins
that possess notable reactivity against the metalloid oxyanions
TeO3

2− and SeO3
2− is comparatively limited in number.

Improved size control may be imposed by concatenated or
co-expressed peptides. Several dodecapeptides are now known
to impose size control28 on a number of in vitro synthesized
metal nanoparticles.68 Similar peptides may be isolated to
impose size control on SeNPs or TeNPs.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we identify the first polypeptide that appears
capable of synthesizing, retaining and size-controlling an in-
organic nanoparticle. By virtue of their metalloid composition,
the particles may be naked and exposed to free cytosol. We
also find that metalloid oxyanions are comparatively selective
in their cross-reactivity against biological molecules. Overall,
we suggest that metalloid reductases, including the GSHR-like
reductase characterized here, comprise a class of enzymes that
may find use in imaging applications needing a clonable
nanoparticle.
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Experimental Section 

Cell lysate preparation

P. moraviensis Stanleyae cells were grown for 24 h at 30 °C in 2,800-mL Fernbach flasks 

containing 1 L of LB-Miller medium supplemented with 10 mM Na2SeO3. Cells were harvested 

via centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 20 minutes and the pellet resuspended in 15 ml of ice-cold 25 

mM Tris and 192 mM glycine buffer (pH 8.3) supplemented with 1 mM 4-(2-aminoethyl) 

benzenesulfonyl fluoride hydrochloride (AEBSF) and 0.02% 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl) 

dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate hydrate (CHAPS). Then, cells were treated with 0.2 mg 

mL-1 lysozyme (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis) for 20 min in a 100 rpm shaking incubator at 30°C. 

Following lysozyme treatment, the cells were homogenized via a French pressure cell operated at 

120 MPa. The procedure was repeated twice and this final homogenate was spun at 22,500 x g 

for 60 min at 4°C to remove unbroken cells and cell debris. These procedures were modified 

from Hunter.1

SEM

P. moraviensis Stanleyae cells were grown for 24 h at 30 °C in a 125 mL Erlenmeyer flask 

containing 50 mL LB medium (Teknova) supplemented with 10 mM HNaSeO3 (Alfa Aesar, 

98+%). Cells were harvested via centrifugation at 4,000 rpm (3,220 rcf) for 20 minutes at 4 °C. 

Cells were then washed in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.4) (Fisher) three times followed by resuspension in 

1 mL of fixing fixative solution (2% glutaraldehyde (25%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 2.5% 

formaldehyde); the fixing solution was allowed to react for 6 h at 4 °C. Post-fixation, the fixing 

Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Nanoscale.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015



solution was removed by centrifugation and the pellet was washed five times in 20 mM Tris (pH 

7.4). The cells were then resuspended in 1 mL 20 mM Tris (pH 7.4). Aliquots (2 μL) were 

mounted on 400 mesh Cu grids with a 50 nm C coating. Dry-mounted cells on TEM grids were 

loaded onto a STEM holder. STEM images were taken on a JEOL JSM-6500-F Scanning 

Electron Microscope at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. 

EDS

EDS was performed on P. moreviensis Stanleyae cells in the SEM as described above. EDS 

was collected on a Noran System 7 X-ray Microanalysis detector with a time interval of 1 s. 

Dry-mount cellular TEM

P. moraviensis Stanleyae cells were grown for 24 h at 30 °C in a 125 mL Erlenmeyer flask 

containing 50 mL LB medium (Teknova) supplemented with 10 mM HNaSeO3 (Alfa Aesar, 

98+%). Cells were harvested via centrifugation at 4,000 rpm (3,220 rcf) for 20 minutes at 4 °C. 

Cells were then washed in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.4) (Fisher) three times followed by resuspension in 

1 mL of fixing fixative solution (2% glutaraldehyde (25%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 2.5% 

formaldehyde); the fixing solution was allowed to react for 6 h at 4 °C. Post-fixation, the fixing 

solution was removed by centrifugation and the pellet was washed five times in 20 mM Tris (pH 

7.4). The cells were then resuspended in 1 mL 20 mM Tris (pH 7.4). Aliquots (2 μL) were 

mounted on 400 mesh Cu grids with a 50 nm C coating. TEM images were taken on a JEOL 

JEM-1400 Transmission Electron Microscope at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV.

3D EM

Cells harvested at 6, 9, and 12 hours post selenium inoculation:

A single colony was picked from an LB agar plate of P. moraviensis Stanleyae and placed into 

3 ml of LB culture media and incubated aerated at 160 RPM, overnight at 28 oC. The cells were 



harvested and rinsed 2 times with sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then resuspended 

into 200 mL of fresh LB media. Half of the flasks were given a 10 mM final concentration of 

HNaSeO3, the other half an equivalent amount of media as control. The cultures were shaken at 

160 RPM at 28 oC and samples were collected 6, 9, and 12 hours post Se inoculation. They were 

high pressure frozen using a Wohlwend Compact 02 (Technotrade) high pressure freezer into 

aluminum planchettes. Samples were freeze-substituted in 0.2% osmium tetroxide, 0.1% uranyl 

acetate, and 5% water in acetone using the fast-freeze substitution method3 over 3 hours. 

Samples were rinsed in acetone and embedded in epon (EMS) over several days. 200 nm 

sections were cut using a Ultracut UCT (Leica) microtome with a diamond knife (Diatome) and 

placed on formvar-coated copper slot grids. Sections were post-stained with 2% aqueous uranyl 

acetate and lead citrate. 15 nm gold fiducials were added.  

Dual-axis tilt-series were acquired using SerialEM4 on a Tecnai TF20 (FEI) transmission 

electron microscope from +/-60, 1 degree intervals on an Ultrascan digital camera (Gatan) at a 

pixel size of 0.91 nm. Tomograms were reconstructed using IMOD.5 A total of 23 tomograms 

were collected which are detailed below.

+6 hours control: 3 TS

+6 hours Se: 3 TS

+9 hours control: 3 TS

+9 hours Se: 3 TS

+12 hours control: 3 TS

+12 hours Se: 3 TS

36 hours control, dried: 1 TS

36 hours Se, dried: 1 TS



36 hours Se, resin: 1 TS

Cells harvested at 36 hours post Se inoculation:

Cells were grown as previously described in the dry-mount cellular TEM methods. Differences 

in the procedure were that the cells were grown for 36 hours and the media was changed every 

12 hours. Media was exchanged by centrifuging cells at 4,000 rpm at 4 °C for five minutes. The 

supernatant was poured out and new LB was added and the cells were then resuspended and 

allowed to continue growing. Cells were fixed at 36 hours as described in the dry-mount cellular 

TEM methods.

Chemically fixed cells were rinsed 2 times in dH20 and then went through a graduated 

dehydration series into 100% acetone. They were infiltrated with epon (EMS) over several days. 

300 nm sections were cut using an Ultracut UCT (Leica) microtome with a diamond knife 

(Diatome) and placed on formvar-coated copper slot grids. Samples did not undergo post-stain. 

10 nm fiducials were added.

Single-axis tilt-series were acquired using SerialEM4  on a Tecnai TF30 (FEI) transmission 

electron microscope from +/-60, 1 degree intervals on an Ultrascan digital camera (Gatan) at a 

pixel size of 1.02 nm. Tomograms were reconstructed and modeled using IMOD.5

Segmentation

Reconstructions were sectioned using IMOD.5 The outer cell walls were segmented every 5 

tomographic slices on the XY plane. An isosurface was generated and the threshold lowered to 

determine a cutoff value for imodauto to differentiate cellular background from SeNP. Imodauto 

was set at a threshold of 1 (out of 255), which generated a model with both the gold fiducials and 

the SeNPs. The models were merged and the outline of the cell was meshed to generate the 

image.



Native Polyacrylamide Gels

Native polyacrylamide gels were used to check for selenite reduction capabilities utilizing the 

procedure described by Hunter.6 Briefly, cell lysate was purified via HIC column then separated 

on a 8% non-denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) using a 

Novex® Tris-Glycine Native Running Buffer (Invitrogen). Following electrophoresis, gels were 

placed into zip-lock bags filled with Ar and assayed for selenite reduction capability. Assay was 

performed by incubation of the gel in a solution of 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 200 mM Na2SeO3 

and 1mM NADPH. Bands that turned red were excised for further study.

PROTEIN MS/MS

SDS-PAGE and In-Gel Trypsin Digestion for LC-MS/MS:

Bands of interest were excised from the gel and processed for in-gel trypsin digestion and LC-

MS/MS as previously described.7 Briefly, the gel pieces were washed with 200 μL of LC-MS 

Grade Water (Optima LC-MS, Fisher Scientific) for 30s and destained with 2 x 200 μL of 50% 

Acetonitrile (ACN; Optima LC-MS Grade)/50 mM ammonium bicarbonate at 60oC, with 

intermittent mixing. The pieces were dehydrated with 100% ACN and dried via vacuum 

centrifugation in a SpeedVac for 5 min. Proteins were reduced and alkylated, in-gel with 25 mM 

DTT in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (60°C for 20 min) and 55 mM IAA in 50 mM 

ammonium bicarbonate at room temperature in the dark for 20 min. Gel pieces were then washed 

with Optima water and dried. The dried gel pieces were rehydrated in 20 μL 12 ng/μL MS-grade 

Trypsin (ThermoPierce, San Jose, CA) /0.01% ProteaseMAX surfactant/50 mM ammonium 

bicarbonate mixture for 10 min at room temperature, overlaid with 30 μL 0.01% ProteaseMAX 

surfactant/50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and incubated at 50 °C for 1 h. Extracted peptides 

were transferred and the digestion halted by addition of 10% trifluoro-acetic acid to a final 



concentration of 0.5%. Peptide extracts were dehydrated and stored at −20 °C prior to analysis 

by LC-MS/MS.

Peptides were purified and concentrated using an on-line enrichment column (Thermo 

Scientific 5 mm, 100 mm ID x 2 cm C18 column).  Subsequent chromatographic separation was 

performed on a reverse phase nanospray column (Thermo Scientific EASYnano-LC, 3 mm, 

75 mm ID x 100 mm C18 column) using a 30 minute linear gradient from 10%-30% buffer B 

(100% ACN, 0.1% formic acid) at a flow rate of 400 nanoliters/min. Peptides were eluted 

directly into the mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Velos). The instrument was 

operated in Orbitrap-LTQ mode where precursor measurements were acquired in 

the Orbitrap (60,000 resolution) and MS/MS spectra (top 20) were acquired in the LTQ ion trap 

with a normalized collision energy of 35kV. Mass spectra were collected over a m/z range of 

400-2000 Da using a dynamic exclusion limit of 2 MS/MS spectra of a given peptide mass for 30 

s (exclusion duration of 90 s).  Compound lists of the resulting spectra were generated using 

Xcalibur 2.2 software (Thermo Scientific) with a S/N threshold of 1.5 and 1 scan/group. 

GSHR TEM

Glutathione reductase Se nanoparticles were made by mixing 25 μL(66 μg) of glutathione 

reductase (from S. cerevisiae) with 500 μL 100 mM selenite (HNaSeO3), 100 μL 10mM NADPH 

and 275 μL 10x PBS (pH 7.4). The solution was allowed to mix for an hour, at which point the 

solution turned red. The samples were centrifuged and the pellet washed with 1x PBS (pH 7.4). 

Particles were then mounted onto 400 mesh Cu grids with a 50 nm C coating (Electron 



Microscopy Sciences). TEM images were taken on a JEOL JEM-1400 Transmission Electron 

Microscope at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV.

SeO3/TeO3 assays

Samples (1 ml) were made using a constant NADPH concentration (0.36 mM) in PBS. 

Varying selenite/tellurite concentrations were used (1 mM to 1 M). All blanks contained the 

same content as the reactions except NADPH. 5 L (13 μg) of glutathione reductase was added 

to the reaction and A340 measurements were obtained every 2 seconds for the first 10 minutes, 

every 10 seconds for the next 20 minutes, followed by every minute for the next 30 minutes. The 

decrease in absorbance at 340 nm was used to analyze the initial reaction rate.

Protein Concentration Assay. 

Four 315 uL samples were created in 1x PBS, 10mM selenite, and equal amounts of Baker’s 

yeast glutathione reductase from Sigma Aldrich. The samples had varying NADPH 

concentrations from 0 to 6mM and were allowed to react for approximately 20 hours. Once the 

reaction was completed the samples were centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes to remove 

any synthesized nanoparticles. The supernatants were collected and a Bradford assay was 

performed in triplicate on the four samples in a 1:9 ratio of sample to reagent. The nanoparticle 

pellets were then washed with water two times to remove any free protein, followed by re-

dispersion of the pellets in .005% SDS. These samples were then run through the assay in the 

same ratio also in triplicate. Two standard curves were made, one using GSHR in 1x PBS and 

one using GSHR in .005% SDS.

SDS Gel Assay

Seven 315 uL samples were created in 1x PBS, six in 4mM NADPH and a control with no 

NADPH. The six samples contained a range of selenite from 0 to 10mM while the control 



contained no selenite. An equal amount of Baker’s yeast glutathione reductase from Sigma 

Aldrich was added to each sample and allowed to react for approximately 20 hours. The samples 

were spun down at 14000 rpm for 30 minutes to remove any synthesized nanoparticles. 

Following this, a 4-15% SDS gel from Bio-rad was set up with each well containing 25 uL of a 

solution made from 25uL sample in 5 uL of SDS loading dye (Bio-Rad). The gel was run at 110 

V for 75 minutes. After staining with Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 followed by de-staining, 

the gel was imaged with a Bio-Rad GelDoc XR. It should also be noted that another set of 

samples were created which contained 1/3 of the protein as the SDS samples.  Three samples 

were created under the exact same conditions as stated before apart from the difference in added 

enzyme. The samples consisted of a control of GSHR in 1x PBS, and two samples containing 

4mM NADPH. One of the cofactor samples contained no selenite and the other with a final 

concentration of 10mM. A 6% native gel was casted and six wells were loaded with 25uL of a 

solution made from 25uL sample and 5 uL SDS loading dye. The first three wells were filled 

with samples containing the lowered amount of added enzyme, while the last three wells 

contained samples with the added enzyme mentioned in the beginning of this section. This gel 

was run at 110 V for 1 hour and was stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 following de-

staining and imaged with the same Bio-Rad GelDoc XR.
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Supporting Figures



Figure S1. Photographs of P. moraviensis stanleyae liquid LB cultures.  The culture on the left 
hand side is supplemented with 10mM SeO3

2-.  Upon initial growth, both cultures appear as the 
no-selenite control culture shown at right.  We attribute the red-color of the culture to which 
selenite is added to the reduction of selenite to zerovelant red selenium.

Figure S2. Representative micrograph showing irregular electron dense object



Figure S3. Electron tomographic reconstruction of P. moraviensis stanleyae with osmium 
staining. The outer membrane (green), inner membrane(yellow) and putative SeNP (pink) 
densities are segmented. Due to the presence of stain, the particle segmentation is ambiguous. 



Figure S4. Example spectroscopic data showing enzymatic consumption of NADPH as judged by 
diminishment over time of the peak at 340nm that arises from NADPH.  Monitoring of this 
consumption (or lack therof) allowed claims of substrate specificity and the Lineweaver-Burk 
plots shown in Figure S4. 
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Figure S5. Lineweaver -Burk plots for TeO3
2- and SeO3

2-
 reduction by GSHR.  



Figure S6.  The results of a Bradford assay of a fixed amount of GSHR exposed to varying 
amounts of NADPH, with SeO3

2- either present at 10mM concentration (red squares) or absent 
(blue diamonds).  When SeO3

2-
 is present (red squares) the enzyme vanishes from the assay in 

an NADPH dependent manner.  



 

Figure S7. Top panel shows how particle size changes as [NADPH] cofactor is varied. Bottom 
panel shows distribution of particle sizes (y-axis) as a function of [SeO32-] concentration in the 
assay (x-axis).

 





Figure S8. Raw EDS data taken indicating locations of detected energies of elements.  The K-
edge of chlorine, selenium, and carbon dominates the EDS spectrum.  We interpret these images 
as follows: Carbon localizes throughout the image, due to the carbon support film on which the 
cells are mounted.  Chlorine localizes within the cell boundaries, accounting for physiological 
saline within the cell. Selenium localizes within the putative SeNP.  
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